The campus situation during this public health crisis is extremely fluid and may change multiple times each day. Stay tuned to covid19.wisc.edu for the most up-to-date information.

Updates about Transportation Services operational changes are available at transportation.wisc.edu.

**Guide to lot designations**

- Lot available, no permit required. Park only in painted permit stall lines. **Do not park in restricted areas (ex. fire lanes, access aisles) or reserved stalls.** Reserved stalls include UW Disabled (w/o permit), department reserved, and service/vendor stalls.
- Restricted. Specific lot permit required. Includes Lot 11, 13, 22, 23, 38, 51, 54, 56, 74, 81 and 82.
- Restricted. Lot 63 - Open to AFCH and UW Hospital patients and visitors only. Starting 5/11: Lot 75 - Open to Lot 75 permit holders, AFCH and UW Hospital patients and visitors only.